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I. INTRODUCTION
{1}Shrink-wrap and click-wrap licenses[1] play a vital role in enabling businesses and consumers to gain
access to and use a variety of computer hardware and software. Such licenses effectively transfer computerrelated technology to customers, vendors, and consumers by defining the terms of use of the software without
implicating the "first sale doctrine" of the Copyright Act.[2] While shrink-wrap and click-wrap licenses have
become essential to the software industry and the new economy as a whole, the law applicable to such
licenses has been unclear and unsettled. Courts have struggled to develop a coherent framework governing
the validity and enforceability of such licenses.[3]
{2}To remedy the law's seeming obsolescence, the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State
Laws ("NCCUSL") and the American Law Institute ("ALI") jointly met in the early 1990's to conceive and
draft a comprehensive amendment (proposed as Article 2B)[4] to the Uniform Commercial Code governing
contracts in the information technology industry.[5] Although the joint effort broke down, NCCUSL
continued to study the complicated issues associated with contracting and licensing in the information
technology industry.[6] NCCUSL then promulgated the Uniform Computer Information Transaction Act
("UCITA") on July 29, 1999.[7] One clear objective of UCITA was to settle the law governing the validity
and enforceability of shrink-wrap and click-wrap licenses.[8]
{3}Virginia became the first state to enact a version of UCITA (hereinafter "the Act" or "Virginia's UCITA")
on March 14, 2000.[9] Although Virginia decided to delay the effective date of UCITA until July 1, 2001,[10]
the Act's eventual application will affect profoundly the conduct of information technology transactions in the
Commonwealth of Virginia. In view of the importance of the Act, particularly with regard to the burgeoning
technology industry in northern Virginia, this article examines one narrow aspect of Virginia's UCITA; how
the Act will affect the enforcement and validity of shrink-wrap and click-wrap licenses. This article begins
with a brief description of shrink-wrap and click-wrap licenses and then discusses the significance of such
licenses to the information technology industry. Next, this article describes the current legal framework
applicable to shrink-wrap and click-wrap licenses. Finally, this article addresses the impact Virginia's UCITA
will have on the legal framework governing the enforcement of shrink-wrap and click-wrap licenses.
II. THE USE OF SHRINK-WRAP AND CLICK-WRAP LICENSES
A. What are Shrink-Wrap and Click-Wrap Licenses?
{4}The term "shrink-wrap license"[11] generally refers to retail software packages that are covered in plastic
or cellophane (the shrink-wrap) and are accompanied by a license governing the terms of use of the software.
[12] Conventional shrink-wrap licenses state that the tearing of the shrink-wrap constitutes acceptance of the
terms stated in the license, and the terms of such licenses typically are recited on the outside of the software
box, which the purchaser can review without opening the package because of the transparent shrink-wrap.
[13] With regard to these traditional shrink-wrap licenses, the actual license is contained inside of the box in
which the software is stored, and the terms tend to be limited to the use of the product. More sophisticated
shrink-wrap licenses contain additional terms, including disclaimers of warranties and limitations on the
licensor's liability. Some shrink-wrap licenses do not display the essential terms of the license on the outside
of the box containing the software; rather, these shrink-wrap licenses are contained inside of the software box
with an admonition on the outside of the box stating that the act of opening the package constitutes
acceptance of the terms of the license. Other shrink-wrap licenses are contained in an envelope inside the
software package, with the outside of the envelope reciting the essential terms of the license. Regardless of

the manner of packaging and the location of the license terms, the validity of shrink-wrap licenses has been
questioned on the ground that the license imposed material terms on the licensee after purchase of the
product.[14]
{5}The term "click-wrap license," or "web-wrap license," refers to licenses executed on-line or over the
Internet. There are two distinct types of click-wrap licenses. The first type of click-wrap license involves
arrangements whereby the purchaser or user must scroll through the license terms and type "I accept" and
then click an icon that executes the acceptance. The second type of click-wrap license requires purchasers or
users to click an "accept" icon that actually transmits the acceptance to the vendor.[15]
B. Objectives of Shrink-Wrap and Click-Wrap Licenses
1. Avoidance of the First Sale Doctrine
{6}Computer hardware manufacturers and software publishers rely heavily on shrink-wrap and click-wrap
licenses to achieve a variety of objectives.[16] First, the licensing of software or hardware avoids the
application of the Copyright Act's first sale doctrine, which permits a purchaser of a copy of a copyrighted
work to transfer or sell that copy of the copyrighted work.[17] If the first sale doctrine were applied to
transfers of software in the commercial marketplace, software vendors likely would lose considerable
amounts of revenue as the original purchaser could sell his or her copy or could lend it to someone who might
illegally duplicate it.[18] The use of a license, in contrast to a sale that transfers ownership, restricts the user
in transferring the software to others. Therefore, the licensing approach maximizes revenue, avoids software
piracy, and obviates the need for the licensor to enforce its copyrights through infringement actions.[19]
2. Minimization of Transaction and Product Costs
{7}Shrink-wrap and click-wrap licenses, as standard form agreements used in a mass market setting, reduce
transaction costs between software publishers and consumers.[20] If the law required software publishers to
negotiate licenses with each consumer, the publisher's transaction costs would increase substantially. These
increased costs would then be passed on to consumers in the form of higher software costs.[21]
Consequently, shrink-wrap and click-wrap licenses allow software publishers to sell more software to more
consumers at cheaper prices.
3. Imposition of Limitations on Liability
{8}Software vendors also use licenses to apprise users of warranties made with respect to the software and to
disclaim such warranties. The expression and disclaimer of warranties in the license enable the software
vendor to comply with Uniform Commercial Code ("UCC") rules on notice and disclaimer of warranties.[22]
Additionally, many shrink-wrap and click-wrap licenses contain forum selection clauses, governing law
clauses, and limitations on damages clauses, all of which are designed to minimize liability and litigation
costs.[23]
III. THE LAW OF SHRINK-WRAP LICENSES PRIOR TO UCITA
{9}The law governing shrink-wrap licenses has changed significantly over the last ten years. The
development of case law in this area occurred in two distinct stages. Judicial hostility toward shrink-wrap
licenses marked the first stage under which the licenses were not enforced pursuant to Article 2 of the
Uniform Commercial Code.[24] The second stage involved judicial recognition of the pervasiveness of
shrink-wrap licenses, their indispensability to the rapidly expanding information technology industry, and the
urgent need to enforce such licenses in order to maintain low prices for consumers of computer hardware or
software.[25] These two stages are examined more fully below.

A. Invalidation of Shrink-Wrap Licenses Under Article 2 of the UCC
{10}The Third Circuit Court of Appeals in Step-Saver Data Sys., Inc. v. Wyse Tech.[26] issued the first
sweeping decision invalidating shrink-wrap licenses under the UCC. The contracting parties in Step-Saver,
Step-Saver Data Systems and The Software Link ("TSL"), engaged in negotiations over the phone. StepSaver then sent a purchase order to TSL, who then delivered the software with an invoice.[27] A shrink-wrap
license accompanied the delivered software and contained, among others, the following terms: (i) a
disclaimer of all express and implied warranties; (ii) an integration clause asserting that the license is part of
the parties' contract; and (iii) a statement asserting that the opening of the package constituted acceptance of
the license's terms and conditions.[28] Step-Saver Data Systems then experienced substantial problems with
the software provided by TSL and brought suit against TSL.[29]
{11}The Third Circuit analyzed the shrink-wrap license under section 2-207 of the UCC.[30] Under section
2-207, an additional matter will be considered a conditional acceptance when the proponent of the additional
term conditions acceptance of the contract as a whole on the other party's acceptance of the additional term or
terms.[31] If the proposal for an additional term is not considered a conditional acceptance, the additional
term will be analyzed under section 2-209, which governs modifications to already-existing contracts.[32]
{12}The court concluded that TSL never indicated that its acceptance of the contract as a whole depended
upon the acceptance by Step-Saver Data Systems of the new terms contained in the shrink-wrap license.[33]
Therefore, the "consent by opening" language in the shrink-wrap license was insufficient to constitute a
conditional acceptance under section 2-207.[34]
{13}The court further observed that section 2-207 requires the recipient of the additional term to expressly
consent to the new term.[35] If the recipient party merely proceeds with the contract without affirmatively
communicating its assent to the additional term, the writing containing the additional term is not considered
part of the contract if the new term would materially alter the contract.[36] Accordingly, the court held that
the license could not be enforced as part of the contract because the terms contained in the shrink-wrap
license materially altered the contract between the parties.[37]
{14}The Third Circuit's decision in Step-Saver was followed in Arizona Retail v. Software Link, Inc.[38] The
underlying facts of the transaction and the terms of the license in Arizona Retail were very similar to those in
Step-Saver, and the District Court relied heavily on Step-Saver in rendering its decision. The court first noted
that section 2-207 of the UCC "requires sellers who express general agreement with an offer, but who do not
wish to consent to the offer unless certain terms are included in the agreement, to state expressly that their
'acceptances' essentially are counteroffers."[39] The court concluded that the seller, The Software Link, did
not meet the requirements of section 2-207, and therefore, the license could not be considered a conditional
acceptance.[40]
{15}The court also analyzed the license under section 2-209 of the UCC, which the court construed as
requiring express assent to the proposed modification of a contract.[41] The court noted that "the assent must
be express and cannot be inferred merely from a party's conduct in continuing with the agreement."[42]
Because Arizona Retail never expressly assented to the terms and conditions of the license, the proposed
modifications were found not to be part of the contract. The court held, therefore, that the license was
unenforceable.[43]
{16}During the early 90s, both Step-Saver and Arizona Retail cast serious doubt on the enforceability of
shrink-wrap licenses. These decisions reflected judicial unease with transactions in which significant terms of
the deal were communicated to the purchaser/licensee after payment for the software. The "by opening I
accept" language contained in the Step-Saver and Arizona Retail licenses did not cure the otherwise defective
transaction under the pertinent provisions of Article 2 of the UCC. By the mid 1990s, however, the ubiquity

of shrink-wrap and click-wrap licenses and their indispensability to the information technology industry
persuaded courts that enforcement of such licenses was vital to the continued expansion and development of
the nation's high-tech economy.
B. Validation and Enforcement of Shrink-Wrap Licenses
1. ProCD v. Zeidenberg
{17}The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals in the late 1990s led a trend toward recognition and enforcement
of shrink-wrap licenses. In ProCD, Inc. v. Zeidenberg,[44] and Hill v. Gateway 2000, Inc.,[45] the Seventh
Circuit enforced shrink-wrap licenses and validated technology transactions in which many of the terms and
conditions governing the transfer of technology followed payment for the product. The Seventh Circuit, in
both ProCD and Hill, formulated its own test for enforcing shrink-wrap licenses and departed substantially
from the analysis used by the Third Circuit in Step-Saver and the District Court in Arizona Retail.
{18}In ProCD, Mathew Zeidenberg, acting as an individual consumer, purchased ProCD's software and its
accompanying license.[46] Every box of software sold by ProCD stated that the product came with
restrictions described in an enclosed license.[47] The license itself was encoded on the CD-ROM housing the
software, was printed in the software manual, and appeared on the computer screen every time the software
was run.[48] The license expressly limited the use of the software to noncommercial purposes.[49] After
purchasing the software, Zeidenberg established a company for the purpose of reselling ProCD's software,
and he actually resold the software in violation of the terms of the license.[50] ProCD then brought suit
alleging a breach of the license and copyright infringement.
{19}The court first reasoned that it would treat the license as an ordinary contract, and as such, the license
would be governed by the common law of contracts and the UCC.[51] The court enumerated in great detail,
and placed substantial emphasis on, other commercial transactions in which payment precedes the
communication of many key terms of the deal.[52] The court found that the uniqueness of the software
industry, including the fact that only a small portion of sales occur over the counter, and its increasing
importance in the nation's economic development, justified the recognition of "pay now, terms later"
transactions.[53]
{20}The court side-stepped the UCC section 2-207 problem confronted in Step-Saver[54] and Arizona
Retail[55] by concluding that "[o]ur case has only one form; UCC § 2-207 is irrelevant."[56] The court,
instead, analyzed the validity of the shrink-wrap license under other UCC provisions, including section 2204(1) and section 2-606.[57] Under section 2-204(1) of the UCC, a buyer may accept a contract or term by
performing the acts proposed by the other contracting party as acts that would constitute acceptance.[58] The
court found that "ProCD proposed a contract that a buyer would accept by using the software after having an
opportunity to read the license at leisure. This Zeidenberg did."[59]
{21}The court also noted that section 2-606 of the UCC allows parties to structure their contractual
relationships in such a way as to vest the buyer with a final right to accept only after a detailed review of the
product and its terms and conditions.[60] The court found that "ProCD extended an opportunity to reject if a
buyer should find the license terms unsatisfactory; Zeidenberg inspected the package, tried out the software,
learned of the license, and did not reject the goods."[61] The court held, therefore, that the shrink-wrap
license was an enforceable contract as it complied with all of the pertinent provisions of the UCC.[62]
2. The Progeny of ProCD
(a) Hill v. Gateway 2000, Inc.[63]
{22}The Seventh Circuit, in Hill v. Gateway 2000, Inc., followed ProCD and cemented, at least in that

circuit, judicial recognition of shrink-wrap licenses. In Hill, the Hills purchased a computer over the phone
from Gateway 2000.[64] Gateway then shipped the computer along with a shrink-wrap license.[65] The
license contained an arbitration clause requiring licensees to arbitrate disputes arising out of the purchase of
the computer.[66]
{23}The court first noted that it would not have been practicable for Gateway to recite the license terms over
the phone to the Hills.[67] Consequently, the court found that a writing containing the license terms and
conditions operated as a more effective way to communicate with purchasers, particularly in a transaction
where the purchaser has a right to return the goods after receiving and disapproving of the license terms.[68]
{24}The court placed principal emphasis on when the contract was formed and concluded that the Hills
accepted Gateway's offer by keeping and using the computer.[69] The court reasoned that, under ProCD, the
Hills' acceptance formed the contract because a vendor may propose that the contract is formed after the
customer has had a chance to inspect the product and review the terms of the license.[70] Accordingly, the
court held that the shrink-wrap license was a part of the parties' contract, and the arbitration provision
contained in the license was enforceable.[71]
(b) State Court Cases
{25}Although the enforceability of shrink-wrap licenses is not a settled issue, the logic of ProCD now
appears to have taken hold.[72]Two recent state court cases evidence the recent trend toward enforcement of
shrink-wrap licenses. In Mortenson Co. v. Timberline Software,[73]the court held a limitation on damages
clause contained in a shrink-wrap license to be enforceable. The court, noting that it found the Seventh
Circuit's reasoning in ProCD and Gateway persuasive,[74] held that the contract was formed when the
purchaser installed and continued to use the software.[75] Accordingly, the court held that the shrink-wrap
license was part of the contract and that the limitation clause on damages, contained in the license, was
enforceable.[76]
{26}In Caspi v. Microsoft Network, the Superior Court of New Jersey enforced a forum selection clause
contained in a click-wrap license that was entered into by the plaintiffs in order to use Microsoft Network, an
Internet service provider.[77] Curiously, the court did not discuss, or even cite, ProCD or Hill. Rather, the
court analyzed the validity of the forum selection clause under case law governing forum selection clauses
contained in ordinary contracts.[78]The court, in reasoning that the Supreme Court's decision in Carnival
Cruise Lines v. Shute controlled, stated that "[t]he scenario presented here is different because of the medium
used, electronic versus printed; but, in any sense that matters, there is no significant distinction."[79] Because
the forum selection clause satisfied the general test applicable to forum selection clauses, it was enforced by
the court.[80]
IV. VIRGINIA'S UCITA
{27}On March 14, 2000, Virginia became the first state to enact a version of UCITA.[81] Although the Act
does not take effect until July 1, 2001, software vendors and purchasers need to be aware of the Act as it will
have far-reaching implications on the future of licensing computer hardware and software in Virginia.[82]
{28}The original drafters of UCITA, as well as the scholars and practitioners who have critiqued the law,
agree that UCITA validates shrink-wrap and click-wrap licenses, provided certain procedural protections are
afforded to purchasers.[83] As will be discussed more fully below, Virginia's UCITA similarly provides that
shrink-wrap and click-wrap licenses will be enforceable after July 1, 2001, under certain circumstances.[84]
A. Mass-Market Licenses

1. Mass-Market Transactions
{29}Virginia's UCITA introduces the term "mass-market license" to describe licenses that are used in massmarket transactions.[85] The term "mass-market transaction" encompasses both consumer contracts and any
transaction involving an end-user licensee.[86] However, a transaction with an end-user licensee is
considered a mass market transaction only if the transaction involves a standard form contract in which the
same terms are available to all members of the public, and the transaction is in a retail setting.[87] If these
conditions are met, business-to-business transactions may be considered mass-market transactions.[88]
{30}The term "mass-market transaction" excludes four different types of contracts.[89] First, contracts for
the redistribution, "public performance, or public display of a copyrighted work" are not considered massmarket transactions.[90] Second, contracts involving information that is "customized or otherwise
[specifically] prepared by the licensor for the licensee" are excluded from the definition of mass-market
transactions.[91] Finally, the Act excludes site licenses and access contracts from the definition of massmarket transactions.[92]
2. Manifesting Assent in Shrink-Wrap and Click-Wrap Environments
{31}The Act provides that mass-market licenses are enforceable if the licensee adopts the terms of the
license.[93] A licensee will be deemed to have adopted the terms of the license if it manifests assent to the
terms "before or during [its] initial performance," use, or access to the information or software.[94] Whether
a licensee has manifested assent to the terms of a license will depend largely on whether the licensee has had
an opportunity to review the terms of the license.[95] Thus, the concept of an opportunity to review takes on
considerable importance in determining whether a party has assented to a term of a license or an entire
license. The Act provides that a party has had an opportunity to review a license or a term of a license only
when the term or license has been "made available in a manner that ought to call it to the attention of a
reasonable person and permit review."[96] The licensor, therefore, cannot bury a license term in unreasonably
small text and then assert that the licensee has had an opportunity to review the term at issue.
(a) Shrink-Wrap Environment
{32}As has been the customary practice in off-the-shelf software transactions, a licensor could supply the
licensee with a complete paper copy of the license governing the use of the product. If the licensee is supplied
with a complete paper version of the license and has no objection to the terms of the license, he or she may
manifest assent simply by installing and/or using the product.[97]
(b) Click-Wrap Environment
{33}Software publishers can also place the license and its terms online. The licensee then can retrieve the
license, and review the terms on-line. In such a click-wrap environment, the licensee's opportunity to review
is triggered when he or she initiates the installation process. The terms of the license appear on the computer
screen prior to the installation of the software. The licensee may manifest assent by scrolling through the
terms of the license and clicking on "I agree" or by typing "I Agree" as often as required before the software
can be installed and stored in the memory of the licensee's computer. Either of these situations occurs after
the purchase of the product, and the licensee would have taken affirmative steps to indicate that he or she
agrees with the terms of the license, and desires to use the software even in the face of the license terms.[98]
3. When Does a Licensee Have a Right to Return the Product
{34}The Act vests mass-market licensees with a right to return the product when the licensee has not had an
opportunity to review the mass-market license, or a copy thereof, prior to making payment for the product.
[99] In fact, the Act specifically provides that in pay-now-terms-later transactions, a party has an opportunity

to review only if he or she has a right to return the product.[100] If, after reviewing the license, the licensee
does not assent to the terms of the license, the licensee is entitled to a right of return.[101] The licensee also
would be entitled to "reimbursement of any reasonable expenses incurred in complying with the licensor's
instructions for returning or destroying the computer information or, in the absence of instructions, expenses
incurred for return postage or similar reasonable expense in returning the computer information."[102] If the
licensee's information processing system needs to be restored as a result of the installation of the product, the
licensee will be entitled to the reasonable and foreseeable costs of such restoration if: (i) the installation was
necessary for the licensee to review the terms of the license;[103] and (ii) "the installation alters the system or
information in it but does not restore the system or information after removal of the installed information
because the licensee rejected the license."[104]
{35}A licensee, however, enjoys no right to return the product in certain situations. If the license constitutes a
proposed modification to the contract or specifies the details of performance, the licensee has no right to
return the product.[105] Additionally, if "the primary performance is other than delivery or acceptance of a
copy, the agreement is not a mass-market transaction, and at the time of contracting the parties had reason to
know that the record or term would be presented after performance, use, or access to the information began,"
the licensee has no right to return the product.[106]
4. When Does the Licensor Have a Right to Compel a Return of the Product?
{36}The Act also provides licensors with a right of return in certain mass market transaction situations.
Where the licensee proposes terms to the license, the licensor has not had an opportunity to review the terms
prior to delivering or being obligated to deliver the product, and the licensor does not assent to the proposed
terms upon an opportunity to review the terms, the licensor may require the licensee to return the product.
[107]
V. CONCLUSION
{37}Virginia's UCITA constitutes a significant piece of legislation because it clarifies the heretofore
ambiguous legal status of licenses and contracts executed in connection with technology transactions.
Software publishers and consumers will be able to transact business with each other knowing that the
licenses, shrink-wrap or click-wrap, governing the transactions are both valid and enforceable. Virginia's
UCITA, therefore, accomplishes one of the principal objectives of the proposed uniform law, the validation of
shrink-wrap and click-wrap licenses and settling the law governing such licenses.
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